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P�zer’s opposition against registration of RUXXIMLA partially
successful

European Union - Simion & Baciu

P�zer Inc opposed  the registration of RUXXIMLA in Classes 5, 10 and 44 based on its earlier mark RUXIMERA in Class 5
An average degree of visual similarity between the marks was found, given that they have the same length and share six out of eight
letters
A likelihood of confusion could not be ruled out, even taking into account the relevant public’s high level of attention

 

The recent decision of the General Court in Case T-239/20 con�rms once again the factors to be taken into account when analysing marks
relating to the medical �eld, and reveals the importance attributed to the common elements shared by said marks, such as their identical length
and beginning, when �nding in favour of similarity. Further, the case is another example of the relevant authorities’ practice in assessing the
similarity of goods and services pertaining to the medical/veterinary �eld, con�rming that the high degree of attention of the relevant public in
respect of certain goods or services does not automatically rule out the existence of a likelihood of confusion.

Background

The case arose when Stada Arzneimittel AG �led the EU trademark application No 017865742 for RUXXIMLA(word mark), seeking protection for
goods and services in the following classes:

Class 5: “Pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary preparations; medicine; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietary
supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for humans; dietary supplements for animals; medical and veterinary
preparations and articles; infant formula; diagnostic preparations; plasters, materials for dressings; dressings, medical; teeth �lling
material; dental impression materials; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides”;
Class 10: “Surgical instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments; medical
instruments for application on animal bodies; applicators for medications; medical apparatus for introducing pharmaceutical
preparations into the human body; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; arti�cial limbs; arti�cial eyes; arti�cial teeth; orthopaedic
articles”; and
Class 44: “Medical services; providing of medical information relating to diseases and health problems, including online and on the
Internet; dissemination of medical information via an interactive platform”.

P�zer Inc opposed the application in respect of all the goods and services applied for in Classes 5, 10 and 44 based on its earlier EU word marks
RUXIMERA (No 014500821), RUXIENCE (No 014790968) and RUXMEOR(No 014790943), registered for “pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes” in Class 5, invoking Article 8(1)(b) of Regulation 2017/1001.

EUIPO and General Court decisions

The Opposition Division of the EUIPO upheld the opposition partially and dismissed it for “herbicides” in Class 5 and “arti�cial limbs; arti�cial
eyes; arti�cial teeth; orthopaedic articles” in Class 10, and for all the services designated in Class 44.

In the proceedings, the assessment of the existence of likelihood of confusion (including the likelihood of association) on the part of the relevant
public was based on the comparative analysis of the mark applied for and P�zer’s earlier mark RUXIMERA.

Contrary to the applicant’s arguments - according to which the differences between the marks would outweigh their similarity (resulting in a
below-average degree of visual and phonetic similarity) due to the high level of attention of the relevant public - the Board of Appeal and the
General Court found that there was an average degree of visual similarity between the marks RUXXIMLA and RUXIMERA, given that they have the
same length and share six out of a total of eight letters (ie, ‘R’, ‘U’, ‘X’, ‘I’ and ‘M’ in the same order, and ‘A’ in last position). Further, the compared
marks were found to be aurally similar to an average degree, considering that the double consonant ‘X’, at least in some of the languages spoken
in the European Union, can be pronounced like the single consonant ‘X’, and that the consonants ‘L’ in the mark applied for and ‘R’ in the earlier
mark are close from an aural point of view (as they form part, at least in some of the languages of the European Union, of the family of ‘liquid’
consonants).

Both the EUIPO and the General Court concluded that the conceptual comparison between the marks was neutral, since they have no meaning in
the relevant EU territory.
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In respect of the comparison of the goods, the applicant did not challenge the �ndings of the Board of Appeal (con�rming those of the Opposition
Division) that the goods in Classes 5 and 10 were partially identical, partially similar to an average degree and partially similar to a low degree.

The General Court agreed with the Board of Appeal’s assessment that there was a likelihood of confusion within the meaning of Article 8(1)(b) of
Regulation 2017/1001, given the outcome of the analysis of the similarity of the compared marks, the identity and similarity of the goods in
question and the normal degree of inherent distinctiveness of the earlier mark. A likelihood of confusion could not be ruled out, even taking into
account the relevant public’s high level of attention.
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